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We prove that the congruences of a function algebra which belongs to a sufficiently strong type 
have a nice structure. Every congruence is determined by the filter which supports it. As a conse- 
quence we are able to clarify the structure of left ideals in the near-ring of all functions from a 
group (G, +) into itself. Also, we investigate function algebras where every invariant subalgebra 
is determined by its image. 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a nonempty set and 0fFc P(X) (power set of X). F is called a jilter 
inP(X)ifdlnd,EFforalld,,d2EFandford,EF,d,~:(X),d,cd2implies 
d, E F. A filter F is called trivial if 0 E F. In the sequel we shall refer to the follow- 
ing two types of filters: 
(1) For every subset d of XF, = {MC X 1 M> A} is a filter. It is called the prin- 
cipal filter generated by A. 
(2) Fcof= {McX 1 $‘?A4 finite} is a filter. It is called the cofinite filter in P(X). 
Let (G,Q) be a universal algebra, where Q is a family of operations on G. For 
any nonempty set X GX = { f : X -+ G} is an algebra of the same type, if operations 
on GX are defined in the usual way. GX is called a function algebra. 
Certain near-rings are natural examples of function systems. Let G be a non- 
trivial group with identity 0. A subgroup A of Aut(G) is called fixed-point-free 
(f.p.f.) if for all aeA, YEG, a(y)=y implies y=O or a=id. If A is f.p.f. we can 
define a near-ring M,(G)={f :G+G (f(O)=O, fa=af VaEA}. In fact, under 
the operations of function addition and composition, MA(G) is a right near-ring 
with identity. If A = {id}, M,(G) = {f : G -+ G 1 f (0) = 0}, which we abbreviate by 
Me(G). The near-ring of all selfmaps of G will be denoted by M(G). For other 
definitions and concepts of near-ring theory we refer to [8]. If X is a set, then IX 1 
shall denote the cardinality of X. 
We now give a summary of the paper. In Section 2 we prove that if a universal 
algebra (G, Q) fulfills 
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(1) lGlr3, 
(2) GG is among the unary operations, 
(3) there is at least one group operation + on G among the binary operations 
((G, +) need not be abelian), 
then for any function algebra GX there is a one-to-one correspondence between 
filters on X and congruences of G x. We also give an example to show that this 
result fails to hold in general for function algebras GX which fulfill (1) and (2), but 
GX is only a monoid with respect to + . 
As a corollary we can generalize the following result of Johnson [6] to M(G). 
(+) Let L be a left ideal in M,(G). Then I EL H (0 : 2,) c L, where 
z,={y~G(&y)=O}. 
The proof given in [6] however seems to be incomplete. Another proof of this 
result appears in [9], but it seems to depend on the proof of Johnson in [6]. Many 
structural properties of left ideal are evident consequences of corresponding results 
for function algebras and we also get a rather short proof for the well known result 
of Berman and Silverman [l] that M(G) is a simple near-ring if and only if 1 G ( # 2. 
In Section 3 we study function algebras determined by collections of subsets of 
the codomain and investigate all subfunctors of a certain functor F which maps the 
category of A-sets with fixed-point-free action into the category of Q-algebras. 
2. Filters and congruences of function algebras 
Let (G, Q) be a universal algebra, X a nonempty set and GX a function algebra 
built on G. For a homomorphism a,: GX --f H let supp(p) = {M c X ) a, factors 
across the restriction map rrxM: GX -GM}. IfMEsupp(p)andMc&%c_Xthenit 
is evident that &%E supp((o). Suppose that A4,,M2 E supp(~) and let f,, fz E GX such 
that fi coincides with f2 on M, fl1M,. Define f E GX by f (x) = fi(x) if x E M, , f(x) = 
fi(x) if XEX\M,. Since M,,Mz~supp(~) we have that cp(f)=cp(fi) and p(f)= 
p(f2), i.e. p(f,)=p(fi). Thus M, fl M2 ~supp(v) and we have shown the 
following: 
Proposition 2.1. supp(yl) is a filter on X for every homomorphism q~ : GX -+ H. 0 
ConverselyletFbeafilteronXandd,,d,EF. Definedisd, eniad,.Then 
(F, 5) is a directed set. For di ld, let rr4,4,: GA1 + GA2 be the restriction map. 
Thus we can form the direct limit Ii?,,, GA. For fEGX let f/- denote the 
equivalence class of f in li$iA EF GA. The following result shows that every filter 
gives rise to a congruence on GX. 
Proposition 2.2. If (G, 52) is any universal algebra, then w : GX+ li$A EF GA, 
w(f) = f/- is a well-defined surjective homomorphism for any (not necessarily non- 
trivial) filter F on X. If IG 1 22, then F= supp(t+~). 0 
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The proof is straightforward and therefore omitted. The aim of this section is to 
show that under certain assumptions every congruence on GX is of the form given 
by Proposition 2.2. 
Proposition 2.3. Let y be a fixed-point-free permutation of a set Y. Then there 
existsasetAcYsuch thatAfly(A)=OandAUy(A)Uy-‘(A)=Y. 
Proof. Define an equivalence relation - on Y by yl -y2 * y”(y,) =y2 for some in- 
teger z. Let {q 1 i E Z} be the decomposition of Y into equivalence classes with 
respect to - and choose a complete set of representatives { yi 1 i E Z}, yi E v for 
ieZ. Let ieZ be fixed. 
Case 1. 1 q 1 is even or 1 q 1 is infinite. If Ai = { y”(yi) 1 z even}, then y(Ai) = 
y-‘(Ai), Ai U y(Ai) = 5 and one checks that Ai fl y(Ai) ~0. 
Case 2. 161 odd. Let n>O be the least positive integer such that y”(yi) =yi. 
Then Yi= {y”‘(Yi)lOSm <n}. Thus n is odd and since y is fixed-point-free we have 
thatn~3.IfA;=(ym(yi)~O<m<n,modd},thenAi~y(A,)=0,y-‘(A,)\y(Ai)= 
{y;} and AiUy(A;)Uy-‘(Ai)=q. 
Now let A = U {A; 1 iel}. Clearly A has the required properties. 0 
In particular if G is a nontrivial group with identity 0, then the translation by y 
is a fixed-point-free permutation of G for every element y E G, y # 0. 
It is easy to see that every monoid with this property is a group. Thus we have 
the following: 
Corollary 2.4 (Berman and Silverman [ 11). Let y E G, y # 0. Then there exists a set 
ACG such that An(A+y)=O and AU(A+y)U(A-y)=G. 0 
For the rest of this section we let (G, Q) be a universal algebra with the following 
properties: 
Assumptions 2.5. (1) IGj ~3. 
(2) GG is among the unary operations. 
(3) There is at least one group operation + among the binary operations. ((G, + ) 
need not be abelian.) 
Let 0 denote the identity of G with respect to + . In particular Assumption 2.542) 
implies that every Q-homomorphism preserves the unary operations idME Q, 
yM E Q for each MC G, y E G, where id&) =6 if 6~A4, id,(a) = 0 otherwise, 
y,&B) = y if 6 EM, y,(6) = 0 otherwise. In the following we abbreviate ylyl by yi 
and YG\{O} by ?‘2- 
For functions f, g E GX let S(J g) = { y E X 1 f(y) = g( y)} . 
Proposition 2.6. Let v, : GX-+ H be a homomorphism, =(p the corresponding con- 
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gruence on GX andf,yE GX. If f =,fand h, fin GX such that S(h, 5) 1 S(f,f), then 
h=,h. 
Proof. Suppose that m E GX with m(y) = 0 for all y E S(f,f). We may assume that 
S(f,f) #X. Let REX with (f-j)(~) = y # 0. By Corollary 2.4 we can find A c G such 
that {A,A+y,(A-y)\(A+~)}isapartitionofG.LetX,={y~~~(f,~)~m(y)~A}, 
x2 = b-fwm/m9E.~+~l~ x3 = ~Y~~~(.Ul~(Y)~(~-Y)\(~+Y)~. 
Then {Xi, X2,X,} is a partition of %‘S(f,f). Since 1 G / 2 3 there exists 6 E G \ (0) 
such that 6#y. Define f*EGX by f*(y)=0 if yeX,,f *(y)=6 if y@Xt. Let g, = 
rl(f*+Y2(f-j)). Since f-f=,0 and y2(0)=0 it follows that g, ~~0. If YEX,, 
then gt(y) = y,(y) = y, whereas gt(Y) = 0 if Y $ X1. Similarly we can show that 
gi =Q 0, where gi(Y) = y if YE Xi, gi(Y) = 0 otherwise, i E (2,3}. Define maps 
miEGX by m,(y)=m(y) if YEX~, mj(y)=O otherwise, iE{1,2,3). A short 
calculation shows that ml=ml -idA(m, +gi), m2=m2-idA+y(mZ-g2), m3=m3- 
id(A-y)l(A+y)(m3+g3). Thus m;=,O for iE{1,2,3} and m=m,+m2+m,=P0. The 
result now follows. 0 
Suppose that p : GX-, H is any homomorphism. Then by Proposition 2.6 
Y: li,m G” -+ H, Y(f/-) = p(f) for all f E GX 
d E SUPPW 
is a monomorphism. Thus f IV g M S(f, g) E supp(p). It follows our main result of 
this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Every congruence on the function algebra GX is determined by the 
filter supp((o) which supports it. 0 
The following example shows that Theorem 2.7 fails to hold in general for func- 
tion algebras GX which fulfill Assumptions 2.5(l) and (2), but GX is only a monoid 
with respect to + . 
Example 2.8. Let M, X be infinite sets and & = {A c_ M 1 A finite or n =M}. Con- 
sider the universal algebra (&, Q), where Q = ( fl } U {f 1 f E a”>. Here fA =f(A) 
for all f E &‘:, A E &. Obviously the associated function algebra QX fulfills Assump- 
tions 2.5(l) and (2), but (Bx, n) is only a monoid. Define a relation = on &x as 
follows: For all fi,f2EGX let fi = f2 e fi =f2, or bothlf,(X)J, ifi are finite. It 
is easy to check that E is a congruence on QX, but evidently Proposition 2.6 and 
Theorem 2.7 do not hold. 
If we only require that GG is among the unary operations (Assumptions 2.5 (1) 
and (2)), and the codomain of a homomorphism v, is a power of G, then 9 is deter- 
mined by supp(q). 
Theorem 2.9. Let X, T, G be sets such that ICI L 3 and 1X 1 is less than the first 
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measurable cardinal greater than ) G 1. Then 
(1) For any Cc-homomorphism v, : GX + CT there exists a map m : T + X such 
that p(f)=fm for aNfEGX. 
(2) In particular, any GG-homomorphism 9 : Gx+ G is determined by a prin- 
cipal ultrafilter on X. 
Proof. If /X 1 is less than the first measurable cardinal greater than ) G 1, then there 
is no two-valued (G ( +-additive measure on X. Now a slight modification of [5,2.5] 
proves (1). Thus =(d is induced by the filter supp(yl) = {SC X 1 S 2 m(T)}. If 
IT / = 1, then supp(p) is a principal ultrafilter. 0 
The following corollary lists some immediate consequences of Theorem 2.7. 
Corollary 2.10. (1) A congruence sP on GX is maximal if and only if supp((p) is 
an ultrafilter. 
(2) For KEX, ft g E GX define f =,g e Z’E S(f; g). Then =f is a maximal con- 
gruence. 
(3) Every maximal congruence E B { =:H 1 Z.EX} contains Gcof = {(J g) 1 S(f; g) E 
Fcofl. 
(4) Every congruence = on GX is equal to the intersection of all maximal con- 
gruences which contain 3. 
(5) zp is a minimal congruence on GX if and only if supp(p) = {X,X \ {K}} for 
some neX. 
Proof. Let @ denote the set of all filters on X and E? the set of all congruences on 
GX. Then by Theorem 2.7 @ : @ + %, @(F) = {(J; g) 1 S(f; g) E F} is a lattice 
isomorphism. Thus maximal congruences correspond to ultrafilters and minimal 
congruences to minimal filters. It is well known that every nonprincipal ultrafilter 
contains Fcof and that every filter is equal to the intersection of all ultrafilters 
which contain it. 0 
If X is a finite set, then every filter on X is principal. Thus every congruence on 
GX is principal and every maximal congruence is equal to some Ed., R E X. If X is 
infinite, then there exist by a well known result of Tarski 22’x’ nonprincipal ultra- 
filters on X. Consequently there are precisely 22’x nonprincipal maximal congru- 
ences on GX. 
As a consequence of Theorem 2.7 we are able to determine the structure of left 
ideals of the near-rings M(G), M,(G). Let G=X and Q= { + } U {f I f E Cc}, 
where + is a (not necessarily commutative) group-operation on G. By [8, 1.281 = is 
a congruence on the function algebra GG if and only if = is equal to = (mod L) 
for some left ideal L of the near-ring M(G). Thus we have shown the following: 
Corollary 2.11. A subset L is a left ideal of the near-ring M(G) if and only if 
L=L,={fEM(G)I{yEGIf(y)=O}EF} forsomefilterFon G. 0 
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A similar result can be established for M,(G). Corollary 2.11 provides shorter 
proofs for many of the known results about left ideals of M(G) and M,(G) (see [8] 
for a summary). As an example we give a short argument for the well known result 
of Berman and Silverman [l] that M(G) is a simple near-ring whenever IG 1 #2. 
Theorem 2.12. M(G) is simple if and only if IGI 22. 
Proof. It is easy to check that the near-ring of constant functions is an ideal of 
M(G) if /G / = 2. If 1 G ) L 3 it suffices to show that no left ideal L, where Ff {G} 
is a non-trivial filter on G, can be an ideal. Let G >A E F, 6 E G \ (O}, and define 
1, EM(G) as follows. I,(y)=0 if yeA, l,(y)=6 otherwise. Let &EM(G) such that 
l,(G) c @?A. If L,is an ideal, then I,lz~L,, since I, ELM. But {YEG ) I,l,(y)=O}=O, 
hence 0 E F, which is a contradiction. 0 
3. Function algebras where every right-invariant subalgebra is determined by its 
image 
Let (A, . ) be an arbitrary group with identity 1 and let X be a set. A function 
*:A xX-+X is called an action of A on X if 1 *x=x and al*(a2*x)=(al~a2)*x 
for all aI, a2 EA, x EX. The pair (X, *) is called an A-set. For simplicity we shall 
write ala2, ax instead of a1 . a2, (x*x. A map m :X-t Y, where X, Y are A-sets, is 
called A-equivariant if m(ax)=am(x) for aeA, XEX. A-sets together with A- 
equivariant maps as morphisms form a category which we denote by A-Set. 
For an A -set X and x1, x2 E X let x1 -x2 if x2 = ax, for some a E A. Clearly - is 
an equivalence relation on X. The equivalence classes with respect to - are called 
orbits. The number of orbits in X will be denoted by rk(X). 
The following well known result shows how to construct A-equivariant maps. For 
an A-set X and x E X we define the stabilizer of x by st (x) = {a E A ( ax = x> . An ele- 
ment XE X with St(x) =A is called an A-fixed-point. 
Proposition 3.1. Let X, Y be A-sets, R = {ri 1 i E I} a complete set of orbit repre- 
sentatives of X with respect o - and let m : R + Y be a map. Then m can be extended 
to a unique A-equivariant map rii: X -+ Y if and only if st(ri) c st(m(ri)) for all 
iEZ. 0 
An A-set X is called fixed-point-free if ax = x for a E A, x E X implies a = 1. Thus 
st (x) = { 1 } for all XE X and by Proposition 3.1 every map m : R --f Y can be extended 
to an A-equivariant map fi :X-+ Y. 
Now let W be the category of all algebras of a certain type Q. For the rest of this 
section we fix an algebra (G, 52) E % such that G is an A-set and every n-ary opera- 
tion o : G”-+ G, n 2 0, w E 12, is A-equivariant, i.e. co(ay,, . . . , ay,) = aw(y,, . . . , y,) 
for aeA, yl,..., yn E G. Thus every nullary operation o E Q is an A-fixed point. 
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Also let d denote the full subcategory of A-Set consisting of all A-sets X where the 
action of A on X is fixed-point-free. 
For XE~ one checks that M(X, G) = {f : X-+G ) f A-equivariant} determines a 
subalgebra of the full function algebra GX. Let F, : d -+ 42 be defined by F,(X) = 
M(X, G). If X, YE&and m: X+YisA-equivariant, then Fo(m):M(Y, G)+M(X, G) 
defined by F,(m)(f) =f om turns out to be an Q-homomorphism, and it is easy to 
see that Fo is a contravariant functor. 
The aim of this section is to find all subfunctors S of Fo. It will turn out that 
such a functor S is determined by a certain collection of subsets of G. 
A subset 8 of an A-set X is called A-invariant if axE 8 for all a EA, XEX. 
Images of A-equivariant maps are evidently A-invariant. Let Z(X) be the set of all 
A-invariant subsets of X. 
Let 9~~ denote the collection of all subsets D of Z(G) such that 
(1) If dED and d’EZ(G), then d’c d implies d/ED. 
(2) For every nonnegative integer n, every n-ary operation o EQ and all 
d I,---,d,ED, ~(d,,...,d,)=(0(6,,...,6,)16tEdi for l<i<n}~D. 
We are now ready to state our main result. 
Theorem 3.2. S is a subfunctor of Fo if and only if for some DE CBo 
S(X) = {f EM(X,G) 1 f(X)ED}, XE&. 
Proof. Suppose that S is defined like in the statement of the theorem. If XEJ, 
f,, . . . . f,ES(X) and OEQ is an n-ary operation, then w(f,, . . . . f,J(X)c_o(fi(X), 
. . . , f,(X)) ED, hence o(f,, . . . , f,) ES(X). Thus S(X) E 4? and one easily checks 
that S determines a subfunctor of FG. 
Conversely suppose that S is a subfunctor of Fo. Let K = rk(G) and select XE&’ 
such that rk(X)zK. Since A Ed one could take a suitable power of A, provided 
that IA 12 2. If IA I= 1 any set X with 1X I> K will do. We now show that D = 
{f(X) 1 f ES(X)) E %lo. Let f ES(X) and dEZ(G) with dc f(X). Then d=f(X) 
for some A-invariant set X c X. By Proposition 3.1 there exists an A-equivariant 
map m:X+X with m(X)=X. Now S(m)(f)=f omES(X) and (f om)(X)=d, 
thus d E D. Let o E 52 be an nary operation and fI, . . . , f, E S(X). Then Z= 
Mfi(X), ***, f,(X)) c G is A-invariant, hence there exists a subset { yI 1 /EL} of G, 
IL1 SK, ?‘,=c&,, . . . . y,,), Y~~EJ(X) for IEL and lsisn such that Z= 
u {A?? I /ELI. S’ mce rk(X)z K we can choose a (not necessarily complete) set 
{rl 1 I EL} of orbit representatives in X. By Proposition 3.1 there exist functions 
g;EM(X,G), l~i~n, such that gi(X)Cfi(X) and g;(r,)=y;, for IEL. Like above 
we see that giES(X), l<i<n. Thus o(gr,...,g,)ES(X) and o(gi,...,g,)(X)=Z, 
hence TED. 
Now let YE.& be arbitrary. We show that S(Y)=(~EM(Y,G) 1 f(Y)ED}. If 
f ES(Y), then f(Y) =f(P) for some A-invariant subset Yc Y with rk(P)s~. Since 
rk(X) ?K there exists an A-equivariant map m :X-+ Y such that m(X) = P. Now 
S(m)(f)=f orn~S(X) and f(Y)=f(Y)=(f orn)(X)~D. 
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Finally let fe M( Y, G) such that f(Y) E D. Then f(Y) =7(X> for some 7~ S(X). 
Let { ri 1 i E I} be a complete set of orbit representatives of Y and {xi ) i E Z} c X be 
such that f(r;) =f(xi) for ieZ. By Proposition 3.1 there exists a unique A-equi- 
variant map m : Y--f X with m(ri) = xi for all i E I. Now S(m)(f) =d 0 m E S(Y) and 
f om =f. The proof is now complete. 0 
An important special case arises if A = { l}. Then d is the category of all sets and 
M(X, G) = GX for XE &. 
Evidently Theorem 3.2 continues to hold if we replace d by some full subcategory 
dof &’ where the rank function for objects of dis unbounded. 
One can also replace the category A-Set by the category of pointed A-sets or the 
category of A-sets with basepoint and then change d, @ accordingly. 
For any subset A4 of Z(G) there exists a smallest element (M) E gac containing M, 
namely (M>=Ujm=oMj, whereM,={d’EZ(G)/d’Cd for somedeM} and Mj= 
{dEZ(G) 1 dco.44 ... d,,) for some n-ary operation w E Q and dl, . . . , d, E Ujk;t, Mk} 
forjrl. 
If H is an A-invariant subalgebra of G, then DH= {d E Z(G) 1 d C H} E 24o. DH is 
called a principal element of 91~. In view of Theorem 3.2, S, :d-+ %!, S(X) = 
M(X, H) (more precisely, S(X) is an isomorphic copy of M(X, H)) is the subfunctor 
of Fo associated with H. There are several situations where every subfunctor is 
determined by a principal element of gDG. 
Corollary 3.3. Equivalent are: 
(1) Every subfunctor is determined by a principal element of 9&o. 
(2) For every A-invariant subalgebra H of G there exist finitely many elements 
(Y ,, . . . . y,} c H such that HE ({Ay,, . . . . Ay,}). 
Proof. (2) = (1). If DE go, then H= U{d 1 deD} is an A-invariant subalgebra of 
G. Now He({Ayl, . . . ,Ay,}) for some finite set { yl, . . . . y,} c H, hence HE D 
which implies that D = DH. 
(1) * (2) If H is an A-invariant subalgebra of G such that He ({Ayl, . . . , AY,) > 
for any finite set { yl, . . . , yn} cH, then He({Ay / yeH>), hence ({AY 1 YEHI) is 
nonprincipal. q 
In particular (2) implies the ascending chain condition for A-invariant subalge- 
bras of G. There are several applications of Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.3. It is 
easy to see that the following result, which is due to Betsch [2], follows from Cor- 
ollary 3.3 (also recall the remarks after Theorem 3.2). 
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a group and A be a group of fixed-point-free automor- 
phisms of G such that rk(G) is finite. Then R is a right invariant subnear-ring of 
MA(G) if and only if R = {f EMA I f(G) c H} for some A-invariant subgroup 
Hof G. 0 
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